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Plan du cours 

1. Attention 
2. Motivation 
3. Apprentissage 

1.  L’attention 
 
à Définition et propriétés 
à Types d’attention 
à Modèles 
à Bases et réseaux neuronaux 
à Modèle anatomique de Corbetta 
à Modulation attentionnelle descendante du traitement 
de l’information 
à Rôle de la dopamine 
à Attention et récompense 
à Théorie prémotrice de l’attention 
à Dissocier l’attention de l’action ? 

Les propriétés de l’attention  

Un	  filtrage,	  un	  goulot	  d’étranglement	  (bo4leneck)	  
Une	  sélec9on	  et	  une	  inhibi9on	  
Un	  processus	  à	  la	  fois	  sériel	  et	  parallèle	  
Une	  «prépara9on	  à	  agir»	  (une	  posture	  mentale,	  mental	  set)	  
Lié	  aux	  mouvements	  du	  regard	  :	  La	  théorie	  prémotrice	  de	  
l’a4en9on	  
Une	  ac9vité́	  consciente	  ou	  inconsciente	  	  
Dissociable	  entre	  deux	  processus	  «	  a4en9fs	  »	  et	  «	  pré-‐a4en9f	  »	  
Un	  superviseur	  (supervisor)	  
Une	  amplifica9on	  ?	  (enhancement)	  
Un	  processus	  ascendant	  (bo4om-‐up)	  ou	  descendant	  (top-‐down).	  	  
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Principaux types d’attention à retenir 

•  Alerte/vigilance	  
à	  locus	  coeruleus	  
•  Orienta9on	  
à 	  Système	  pariéto-‐
frontal	  

•  Contrôle	  exécu9f	  
à 	  Système	  frontal	  
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role of the brain stem reticular system in main-
taining alertness (Figure 1, for macaque brain).
As more became known of the neuromodula-
tory systems of the brain stem and thalamus,
it was necessary to qualify the general concept
of arousal into more differentiated components.
Within cognitive psychology, a major emphasis
has been on producing and maintaining optimal
vigilance and performance during tasks; this is
the sense of alertness that we discussed in our
1990 article.

One approach to the study of alerting is to
use a warning signal prior to a target event to
produce a phasic change in alertness. The warn-
ing cue leads to replacing the resting state with
a new state that involves preparation for detect-
ing and responding to an expected signal. If a
speeded response is required to the target, re-
action time improves following a warning. This
improvement is not due to the buildup of more
accurate information about the target, which
is not changed by the warning signal, but the
warning signal does change the speed of orient-
ing attention and thus responding to the signal.

Several other methods have been used to
study tonic alertness. These include changes
over the course of the day (circadian rhythm).
Reaction times are usually longer in the early
morning and decline over the course of the day
only to rise again during the night and peak in
the early morning (Posner 1975). These mea-
sures reflect other diurnal changes such as body
temperature and cortisol secretion. A long es-
tablished approach to tonic alertness is to use
a long and usually rather boring task to mea-
sure sustained vigilance. Some of these tasks
have grown out of the job of radar opera-
tors looking for near-threshold changes over
long periods of time. Vigilance tasks rely heav-
ily on mechanisms of the right cerebral cortex
(Posner & Petersen 1990). Both classical lesion
data and more recent imaging data confirm that
tonic alertness is heavily lateralized to the right
hemisphere.

Orienting
The orienting network is focused on the
ability to prioritize sensory input by selecting a

Alerting

Locus coeruleus:
norepinephrine

Figure 1
The locus coeruleus projections of the alerting system shown on a macaque
brain. The diffuse connections interact with other, more strongly localized
systems. The alerting system also includes regions of the frontal and parietal
cortices (not shown). Reproduced from Aston-Jones & Cohen (2005).

modality or location. Although the arguments
in the original review included discussion of
the pulvinar and the superior colliculus, most
of our focus was on visual selection and on the
parietal cortex as part of a posterior attention
system (Figure 2a). Consensus in the imaging
literature now indicates that frontal as well as
posterior areas are involved in orienting. For
example, human and animal studies have impli-
cated the frontal eye fields (FEF) in this process
(Corbetta et al. 1998, Thompson et al. 2005).

In addition, parietal areas have been impli-
cated in related forms of processing. This pro-
cessing can be concrete as in the specification
of directed motor or eye movements (Lindner
et al. 2010) or more abstract as “movements”
across a number line (Hubbard et al. 2005). In
fact, the specificity of parietal regions in terms
of sensory versus motor processing is a major
point of contention. Nonetheless, most would
agree the functions of the parietal lobe are not
restricted to orienting to sensory stimuli but in-
volve other related processes.

Executive
In our original article, the third major system
was presented under the heading of target
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et Deutsch (1963), Sternberg (1969), Sperling (1977) et celui de Johnston 

et Heinz (1978). 

 

1.1.2  Le modèle du filtre attentionnel de Broadbent (1958) 

Plusieurs modèles théoriques comparent le processus de traitement de 

l’information à un entonnoir (en anglais « bottleneck »). Broadbent propose 

en 1958 un premier modèle théorique (qu’il reformule en 1982) avec un 

filtre séparant un système sensoriel (traitant l’intégralité des variables et 

des éléments qu’elles contiennent, chaque type d’information relevant d’un 

canal distinct) et un système perceptif (ayant pour fonction de les 

identifier). Le filtre sélectionne les signaux, c’est-à-dire qu’il les contrôle 

et les répartit via un goulot d’étranglement qui ne laisse passer qu’une seule 

série d’informations. Le rôle protecteur du filtre est de maintenir hors du 

système les signaux qui pourraient le submerger ou le bloquer (Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1 : Représentation du modèle de Broadbent 

 

Cette conception permet de rendre compte de façon satisfaisante 

du phénomène de « cocktail party » : le filtre arrête tous les autres stimuli 

et la conversation tenue à distance qui fait l’objet d’une focalisation 

attentionnelle est sélectionnée et stockée dans la mémoire à court terme. De 

même, si l’on présente en écoute dichotique, sans oreille attentive désignée, 

une séquence de stimuli présentés à droite et à gauche alternativement, les 

sujets ne mémorisent pas la séquence dans l’ordre temporel global de 

Principaux modèles de l’attention 

Modèle de Posner 

Principaux modèles de l’attention 

Modèle de Mesulam 
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Le réseau attentionnel postérieur (Posner) Etudes anatomo-fonctionnelles 
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Fig. 4: Activités cérébrales mesurées par le débit sanguin en TEP*,

(adapté de Corbetta et al., 1993)

      *lors de l'orientation de l'attention vers la gauche (en haut) ou vers la droite (en bas). Les coupes de gauche sont légèrement plus
antérieures (24 mm) que les coupes de droite (34 mm). Lorsque l'attention est dirigée vers la gauche, une augmentation du débit
apparaît au niveau du lobe pariétal supérieur droit. En revanche, lorsque l'attention est dirigée vers la droite, une augmentation apparaît
dans les lobes pariétaux supérieurs droit et gauche

      De plus, dans une étude utilisant l'IRMf, Corbetta et al. (2000) ont montré l'implication d'autres régions lors de tâches d'attention
sélective. En effet, ces auteurs ont observé une première activation au niveau du sillon intrapariétal quand l'attention porte sur un
endroit donné avant la présentation de la cible. Une augmentation d'activité apparaît ensuite au niveau de la jonction temporo-pariétale
de l'hémisphère droit quand la cible est détectée, en particulier lorsqu'elle ne se situe pas à l'endroit attendu. Ces résultats mettent en
évidence que les processus attentionnels d'attente de la cible (première activation) et les processus de détection de cette cible (deuxième
activation) mettent en jeu des zones différentes.

            Les travaux récents de Corbetta et de ses collaborateurs (2000) confirment donc les observations constatées dans les études
présentées ci-dessus, mais ils précisent également que le lobe pariétal peut être impliqué non seulement dans un processus d'attention
sélective (orientation) mais également dans un processus de détection de cibles (au niveau de la jonction temporo-pariétale). Il est donc
nécessaire d'approfondir le rôle de régions différentes dans les processus attentionnels (détection, orientation,...). Cependant, l'ensemble
des études présentées dans ce chapitre s'accorde sur l'implication du lobe pariétal lors de tâche d'attention spatiale visuelle. Cette région
serait plus précisément responsable du changement d'orientation de l'attention.

1.1.2.3.  Le  gyrus  cingulaire  et  les  régions  frontales  dans  les  processus  attentionnels

      Dans leurs études sur l'attention visuelle, Corbetta et al. (1993) ont également observé une augmentation d'activité dans le cortex
cingulaire antérieur. Un résultat similaire a été observé dans d'autres travaux, dont ceux utilisant des paradigmes d'interférence (Pardo
et al., 1990). En effet, les travaux utilisant des paradigmes d'interférence, dont celui portant sur l'effet Stroop (Stroop, 1935) ont été
également utilisés dans le but d'analyser les processus d'orientation de l'attention. Cet effet est observé lorsque le sujet doit dénommer la
couleur de l'encre de mots désignant des couleurs alors que la couleur de l'encre et la couleur que le mot désigne ne sont pas pareilles
(par exemple le sujet doit dire 'rouge' pour le mot 'bleu' écrit à l'encre rouge). Le temps de dénomination de la couleur de l'encre du mot
est plus long que le temps de dénomination de la couleur de simples carrés colorés. Cette différence de temps provient de l'interférence
du sens du mot écrit décrivant une couleur (qu'il s'agit donc d'inhiber) sur la dénomination de la couleur de l'encre elle-même. Pardo et
al. (1990) ont montré en TEP, dans une telle tâche de dénomination de la couleur de l'encre du mot, une activité élevée dans la région
du cortex cingulaire antérieur. Ces résultats suggèrent que cette zone soit sous-jacente à l'activité de sélection visuelle permettant une
inhibition de la réponse automatique du sens du mot écrit. De plus, selon Corbetta et al. (1991), le gyrus cingulaire antérieur serait
impliqué dans un système de sélection d'une réponse lors de processus attentionnels contrôlés.

           D'une façon générale, l'attention auditive a été nettement moins étudiée que l'attention visuelle, notamment dans les études en
imagerie cérébrale. Tzourio et al. (1997) rappellent d'ailleurs que la plupart des études ayant porté sur l'attention auditive utilisaient la
technique des potentiels évoqués (voir chapitre 1.1.3.) Dans une étude en TEP portant sur l'attention sélective auditive, ces auteurs ont
mis en évidence des augmentations d'activité au niveau du cortex cingulaire antérieur et des régions préfrontales droites. L'activité
observée au niveau du gyrus cingulaire antérieur dans cette étude correspondrait à celle observée par Pardo et al. (1990) dans les tâches
visuelles utilisant le paradigme de Stroop. Les résultats observés par Tzourio, confirmeraient donc l'implication du gyrus cingulaire
antérieur dans les processus de sélection d'une réponse.

      Dans les études mettant en évidence des activités au niveau du gyrus cingulaire antérieur, le cortex préfrontal présentait également
une augmentation d'activité (notamment Corbetta et al., 1991; 1993; Pardo et al., 1990; 1991; Tzourio et al., 1997). Dans une tâche de
vigilance concernant les modalités visuelle et somesthésique, Pardo et al. (1991) ont mis en évidence une implication de la région
préfrontale droite (et du cortex supérieur pariétal droit également). Les activités observées au niveau du lobe frontal supérieur
refléteraient un processus d'orientation active de l'attention.

      1.1.2.4. Conclusion

Corbetta et al., 1993 

Etudes anatomo-fonctionnelles : Etat 
actuel des connaissances 
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Dorsal attention system:
top-down visuospatial
Ventral attention system:
bottom-up reorienting

Frontoparietal control system:
moment-to-moment task 
Cingulo-opercular system:
task set maintenance

Grouping of regions using resting state functional connectivity MRI

Executive control

Orienting

IPS/SPL FEF

aPFC aPFC

aPFC

mCC

dlPFC
dFC

dlPFC
dFC

dACC/msFC

Precuneus Precuneus

Thalamus Thalamus

al/fO al/fO

IPL

IPS

TPJ
(IPL/STG)

VFC
(IFg/MFg)

a

b

c

Figure 2
(a) The dorsal and ventral orienting networks (after Corbetta & Shulman 2002). The dorsal attention network (light green) consists of
frontal eye fields (FEF) and the intraparietal sulcus/superior parietal lobe (IPS/SPL). The ventral attention network (teal ) consists of
regions in the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and the ventral frontal cortex (VFC). (b) Two networks of the executive control system.
The circled region indicates the original member of the executive control system from Posner & Petersen (1990). The remaining
regions come from the elaboration of the original cingulo-opercular system (black) and the addition of the frontoparietal system ( yellow)
(adapted from Dosenbach et al. 2007). (c) Resting-state correlation reflecting separate control systems. The figure illustrates three views
of the brain (left, dorsal view; middle, tilted lateral view; right, medial view). These separable resting networks are consistent with the
distinctions based on functional criteria exhibited in panels a and b: dorsal attention ( green), ventral attention (teal ), cingulo-opercular
(black), frontoparietal ( yellow) (adapted from Power et al. 2011).

detection. The main reason for this was not
that target detection itself is a major atten-
tional process, but that the moment of target
detection captures awareness in a very specific
way. Although it is possible to monitor for
targets in many processing streams without
too much difficulty, the moment of target
detection produces interference across the
system, slowing detection of another target
(Duncan 1980). This set of processes is related

to the limited capacity of the attention system,
and to awareness itself, and has often been
called focal attention. One might think of focal
attention as the entry to the conscious state,
which may involve widespread connections
from the midline cortex and the anterior cingu-
late cortex (ACC) (Figure 2b) to produce the
global work space frequently associated with
consciousness (Dehaene & Changeux 2011).
We associated target detection and awareness
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Picture yourself at the Museum El Prado in Madrid while
a guide explains the painting The Garden of Earthly
Delights by the fifteenth-century Flemish painter
Hieronymous Bosch (FIG. 1). Bosch depicts a fantastic,
surreal and satirical world, which is in stark contrast to
anything else represented until that time. The guide’s
words cue us to attend to different aspects of the paint-
ing, such as its colour, spatial configuration or meaning.
For example, if he notes “a small animal playing a musical
instrument”, we can use this information to spot the rab-
bit playing the horn near a black-and-white dice.
Knowledge and expectations allow us to focus on ele-
ments,parts or details of a visual scene that we might
otherwise have missed.Cognition aids vision by enabling
the brain to create,maintain and change a representation
of what is important while we scan a visual scene.

At the other extreme, visual perception can be domi-
nated by external events. Initially, our eyes might have
been drawn to the more salient objects in the painting,
such as the large wooden musical instrument (a lute in
construction) at the centre of the scene, rather than to
more subtle aspects of the painting that are discussed by
the guide. An event might even distract us from the

painting altogether. If an alarm system started to ring
and flash in a nearby room, everyone’s attention would
instantly be drawn towards the source of the alarm.
Unexpected, novel, salient and potentially dangerous
events take high priority in the brain, and are processed
at the expense of ongoing behaviour and neural activity.

In everyday life, visual attention is controlled by both
cognitive (TOP-DOWN) factors, such as knowledge, expec-
tation and current goals, and BOTTOM-UP factors that
reflect sensory stimulation. Other factors that affect
attention, such as novelty and unexpectedness, reflect an
interaction between cognitive and sensory influences.
The dynamic interaction of these factors controls where,
how and to what we pay attention in the visual environ-
ment. In this review, we propose that visual attention is
controlled by two partially segregated neural systems.
One system, which is centred on the dorsal posterior
parietal and frontal cortex, is involved in the cognitive
selection of sensory information and responses. The sec-
ond system, which is largely lateralized to the right hemi-
sphere and is centred on the temporoparietal and ventral
frontal cortex, is recruited during the detection of behav-
iourally relevant sensory events,particularly when they

CONTROL OF GOAL-DIRECTED 
AND STIMULUS-DRIVEN ATTENTION
IN THE BRAIN
Maurizio Corbetta and Gordon L. Shulman

We review evidence for partially segregated networks of brain areas that carry out different
attentional functions. One system, which includes parts of the intraparietal cortex and superior
frontal cortex, is involved in preparing and applying goal-directed (top-down) selection for stimuli
and responses. This system is also modulated by the detection of stimuli. The other system,
which includes the temporoparietal cortex and inferior frontal cortex, and is largely lateralized to
the right hemisphere, is not involved in top-down selection. Instead, this system is specialized for
the detection of behaviourally relevant stimuli, particularly when they are salient or unexpected.
This ventral frontoparietal network works as a ‘circuit breaker’ for the dorsal system, directing
attention to salient events. Both attentional systems interact during normal vision, and both are
disrupted in unilateral spatial neglect.

TOP-DOWN PROCESSING

The flow of information from
‘higher’ to ‘lower’ centres,
conveying knowledge derived
from previous experience rather
than sensory stimulation.

BOTTOM-UP PROCESSING

Information processing that
proceeds in a single direction
from sensory input, through
perceptual analysis, towards
motor output, without
involving feedback information
flowing backwards from ‘higher’
centres to ‘lower’ centres.
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Figure 2 | Dorsal frontoparietal network for top-down control of visual attention. a | Human brain activity produced by attending to a location. Subjects see an
arrow that cues one of two locations and covertly attend to the location indicated in preparation for a target at that location. The functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) response is averaged over 13 subjects10. The graphs show the time course of the fMRI signal after the cue. Signals are transient in occipital regions, but
sustained (grey arrow) in the parietal cortex and frontal eye field (FEF). aIPs, anterior intraparietal sulcus; Fus, fusiform cortex; MT+, middle temporal complex; pIPs,
posterior IPs; vIPs, ventral IPs ( junction of the vIPs and transverse occipital sulcus). b | Human brain activity produced by attending to a direction of motion. Subjects
see an arrow that cues a direction of motion and prepare for a subsequent target moving in that direction. The response is averaged over 14 subjects14. The graphs
contrast the response seen when the arrow cues a direction of motion with that observed when a cue instructs the subject to view the display passively. Directional
cues produce sustained signals in frontal (FEF) and parietal (aIPs, pIPs) areas, but transient signals in occipital areas (MT+). c | Left: meta-analysis of studies of visual
attention. Subjects expected a simple visual attribute, such as location10,12 or direction of motion14, or a more complex array11. Foci of activation from the expectation
period are smoothed and projected onto the Visible Human Brain117. The area of maximal overlap between studies is in the pIPs. PoCes, postcentral sulcus; PrCes,
precentral sulcus; SFs, superior frontal sulcus; SPL, superior parietal lobule. Right: meta-analysis of imaging studies of visual attention and detection (adapted with
permission from REF. 22 © 1998 National Academy of Sciences, USA). The figure shows regions that are activated by attending to and detecting visual stimuli
(preparatory activity has been averaged with visual- and motor-detection activity). d | Anticipatory activity in a macaque V3A neuron during a memory-guided task
(adapted with permission from REF. 27 © 2000 The American Physiological Society). The graph shows the single-unit activity as the monkey performs two tasks while
fixating the centre of the screen. In the fixation task, a small stimulus is presented peripherally and the monkey is rewarded for maintaining fixation. In the memory-
guided task, the monkey has to remember the location of the stimulus and after a variable delay make a saccade to that location. Activity is increased in the memory-
guided task before stimulus onset, perhaps reflecting attention to the stimulus location.
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circuit-breaking function depends on a functional inter-
action between the TPJ and IPs. We also propose that
the IPs provides the TPJ with information about the
behavioural relevance of stimuli, either directly,or indi-
rectly through top-down modulation of the visual cortex.
The frontal component of the ventral network might be
involved specifically in the evaluation of novel stimuli.

It is possible that part of the signal in the ventral net-
work depends on noradrenergic modulation from the
LOCUS COERULEUS. Cortically projecting noradrenergic ter-
minals are most concentrated in the macaque inferior
parietal cortex99. In humans, there is a denser concentra-
tion of noradrenaline in the right than in the left thala-
mus100, which might be related to the right lateralization
of the TPJ–VFC network. A similar right-hemisphere
system is activated in humans during vigilance tasks101

that are thought to depend on noradrenergic systems.
The locus coeruleus noradrenergic system has been
extensively implicated not only in arousal and vigilance,
but also in selective attention, particularly to salient
unexpected stimuli102. The delivery of noradrenaline to
the rat prefrontal cortex is enhanced by unexpected
changes in response/reward contingencies. The influx of
noradrenaline to the prefrontal cortex for novel contin-
gencies might serve to detect a mismatch between action
and reward, and disengage ongoing actions in favour of
new behavioural responses103. This characterization is
akin to our proposal that the TPJ–VFC system works as
a circuit breaker of ongoing cognitive activity when
unexpected or novel stimuli are detected.

Our model has important implications for the neu-
roanatomy and neurophysiology of unilateral spatial
neglect, a common and disabling result of unilateral
brain damage. Patients with neglect tend to ignore
stimuli towards the side of space opposite to their
lesion. For instance, after a lesion to the right side of
the brain, they ignore people on their left side, miss
food on the left side of the plate, and fail to dress the
left side of the body or to shave the left side of their
face. In addition, neglect patients are forcefully
attracted towards stimuli on their right side, as if atten-
tion were ‘stickier’ on the right side of space. They also
have problems in directing actions (eye or arm move-
ments) towards the contralateral side of space. Finally,
neglect patients have low vigilance, which exacerbates
deficits in spatial processing98,104,105.

It has been proposed that neglect represents a dys-
function of the dorsal IPs–FEF network for spatial atten-
tion98.However, we propose that the anatomy of neglect
better matches the ventral TPJ–VFC system106. First,
lesions that cause neglect are located more ventrally in
the brain than the core regions of the IPs–FEF network,
and most frequently involve the right TPJ107. In cases
without a visual field deficit, the right superior temporal
gyrus is the most common site of damage108. In the
frontal cortex, lesions that cause neglect are typically
localized in right ventral prefrontal and opercular cor-
tex, rather than in the more dorsal FEF region104,109.
Therefore, the anatomical localization of neglect better
matches the ventral TPJ–VFC attention network than
the dorsal IPs–FEF attention network.

Two orienting networks and spatial neglect
We propose that orienting is controlled in humans by
two interacting networks. The model presented in FIG. 7

is a modification of earlier models97,98. A largely bilat-
eral IPs–FEF system is involved in the generation of
attentional sets — that is, goal-directed stimulus–
response selection — and the application of those sets
during stimulus processing. This system corresponds
to the parietal and frontal cores of the attention net-
work of Mesulam’s model98, and extends to the FEF the
‘orienting’ function of Posner’s posterior attention 
system97. Our current hypothesis is that this system
links relevant sensory representations to relevant
motor representations.

A second system, which is strongly lateralized to the
right hemisphere,detects behaviourally relevant stimuli
and works as an alerting mechanism or circuit breaker
for the first system when these stimuli are detected
outside the focus of processing. We propose that this
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the alignment of the visual stimulus and the saccade
endpoint within the RF.

The confinement of stimulation-driven enhancement
to aligned stimuli indicates that the weight of visual
inputs corresponding to the activated FEF site is
selectively increased. We tested whether this effect held
for the entire population of V4 neurons studied. During
all experiments, the scatter of the evoked saccade end-
points was always considerably less than the size of
the corresponding V4 receptive field (Figure 3A), thus al-
lowing us to present visual stimuli at positions that were

clearly either aligned or misaligned with the evoked sac-
cade endpoint. The mean separation between the visual
stimulus and the endpoint of the evoked saccade was
0.8º and 7.1º for aligned and misaligned conditions, re-
spectively. We quantified the relative responsiveness
of each V4 neuron to aligned and misaligned stimuli
and examined whether it was altered by subthreshold
FEF stimulation. For each neuron, we computed a posi-
tion selectivity index from its response to an effective
stimulus (normalized response at aligned position minus
normalized response at misaligned position; Figure 3B).
Although there was a range of position selectivity indi-
ces across the sample of V4 neurons, on average the
population was equally responsive to stimuli at aligned
and misaligned positions during control trials (mean =
0.05; t test, p > 0.2). However, following microstimulation
of the FEF site, the average position selectivity index
showed a shift toward the aligned position (mean =
0.24; p < 0.0005). This resulted in a reliable difference
in position selectivity indices between stimulation and
control conditions (paired t test, p < 0.0005), with re-
sponses favoring the aligned position after FEF stimula-
tion. This shift resulted from a response enhancement
during the aligned condition (p < 0.0001) and an absence
of a reliable effect during the misaligned condition (p >
0.6). In fact, only a subset of neurons, those that were
stimulus selective at the misaligned location (n = 17),
were significantly affected by microstimulation during
the misaligned condition. In these cases, responses to
preferred stimuli were suppressed (p < 0.02). Thus, the
overall effect of microstimulation was to increase the
weight of RF inputs at the aligned location.

Subthreshold microstimulation almost never evoked
saccades during the task; however, it nonetheless mea-
surably increased the probability that the monkey would
break fixation, consistent with previous results (Schiller
and Tehovnik, 2001). Whereas the probability of abortive
saccades in the last half of the trial was only 1.4% during

Figure 1. Covert Attention Alters Neuronal Responses to Multiple
Receptive Field Stimuli to Favor the Attended Stimulus

When pairs of stimuli (oriented bars) are presented simultaneously
in the receptive field (RF) of a neuron in extrastriate cortex, visual
responses to the pair fall between the responses to each stimulus
presented in isolation. Directing attention to one of two RF stimuli
(yellow spotlight) increases the influence of that stimulus in deter-
mining the neuron’s response (Luck et al., 1997; Moran and Desi-
mone, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1999). This effect could reflect a plan
to make a saccadic eye movement to the attended stimulus (red
arrow). In this study, we tested whether subthreshold stimulation
of sites within the FEF, an area with a known role in saccade plan-
ning, changes visual RFs in a manner that reproduces the effects
of voluntary attention.

Figure 2. Effect of Subthreshold FEF Stimu-
lation on the Response of a Single V4 Neuron
to RF Stimuli that Were Spatially Aligned or
Misaligned with the Evoked Saccade End-
point

(Left) Electrical stimulation of the FEF site
using currents >35 mA evoked saccades (five
dotted traces) into the lower contralateral vi-
sual field and to the upper edge of the RF of
a single V4 neuron (dashed circle). (Center)
Response histograms show average V4 neu-
ron activity for control conditions (black)
superimposed on stimulation conditions (red).
Rasters show individual spikes for each trial.
Subthreshold FEF stimulation (50 ms train,
18 mA, 200 Hz) late in the trial did not evoke
saccades but enhanced V4 responses to a vi-
sual stimulus presented at the aligned posi-
tion (top). When the same stimulus was pre-
sented to the RF at the misaligned location,
stimulation did not affect the neuron’s re-
sponse (bottom). Responses during FEF stim-
ulation are omitted due to the stimulation
artifact. The time window (70 ms) used for pop-
ulation analyses is shaded in blue. (Right) Bar
graphs show the mean response during the
analysis window for control (black) and stimu-
lation (red) trials. Error bars denote SEM.
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ning, changes visual RFs in a manner that reproduces the effects
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Control of visual cortical signals by prefrontal
dopamine
Behrad Noudoost1 & Tirin Moore1

The prefrontal cortex is thought to modulate sensory signals in
posterior cortices during top-down attention1,2, but little is known
about the underlying neural circuitry. Experimental and clinical
evidence indicate that prefrontal dopamine has an important role
in cognitive functions3, acting predominantly through D1 recep-
tors. Here we show that dopamine D1 receptors mediate prefrontal
control of signals in the visual cortex of macaques (Macaca
mulatta). We pharmacologically altered D1-receptor-mediated
activity in the frontal eye field of the prefrontal cortex and mea-
sured the effect on the responses of neurons in area V4 of the visual
cortex. This manipulation was sufficient to enhance the mag-
nitude, the orientation selectivity and the reliability of V4 visual
responses to an extent comparable with the known effects of top-
down attention. The enhancement of V4 signals was restricted to
neurons with response fields overlapping the part of visual space
affected by the D1 receptor manipulation. Altering either D1- or
D2-receptor-mediated frontal eye field activity increased saccadic
target selection but the D2 receptor manipulation did not enhance
V4 signals. Our results identify a role for D1 receptors in mediating
the control of visual cortical signals by the prefrontal cortex and
suggest how processing in sensory areas could be altered in mental
disorders involving prefrontal dopamine.

Dopamine D1 receptors (D1Rs) are expressed by about one-quarter
of all neurons in the prefrontal cortex and are localized primarily in
superficial and deep layers4–6. Microiontophoretic application of the
selective D1R antagonist SCH233907 at certain doses can increase the
persistent, working-memory-related component of single-neuron
activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex3,8,9. Given the role of the
prefrontal cortex in visual attention1,2, we hypothesized that D1Rs
might also mediate the top-down control of visual cortical signals by
the prefrontal cortex. If so, then changes in D1R-mediated prefrontal
cortex activity might be sufficient to modulate signals in the posterior
visual cortex, similar to the modulation observed during selective
attention10. The prefrontal cortex’s influence on the visual cortex is
achieved in part by the frontal eye field (FEF)1,11,12, an oculomotor area
within the posterior prefrontal cortex. The FEF has a well-established
role in saccadic target selection13, but recent evidence also implicates
this area in the control of spatial attention2,14,15. To test our hypothesis,
we locally infused16 small volumes (0.5–1ml) of SCH23390 into sites in
the FEF of macaques performing fixation and eye movement tasks
(Fig. 1a, b and Supplementary Fig. 1). We measured the effects of
the FEF infusion on target selection using a free-choice saccade task17.
In this task, monkeys were rewarded for choosing between two saccadic
targets, one located within the FEF response field and one in the opposite
hemifield. In the same experiment, we recorded the visual responses of
single neurons in area V4 during fixation. In particular, we recorded
neurons with response fields that overlapped the FEF response field.
Thus, we tested the effects of the D1R manipulation on both visual
cortical signals and saccadic target selection.

We found that altering D1R-mediated activity at FEF sites increased
the tendency of monkeys to choose targets appearing within the FEF
response field (Fig. 1b). In the free-choice task, the temporal onset of

the two targets was systematically varied such that the FEF response
field stimulus could appear earlier or later than the opposite stimulus.
A monkey’s tendency to select the FEF response field target could then

1Howard Hughes Medical Institute and Department of Neurobiology, Stanford University School of Medicine, Fairchild building, 299 Campus Drive West, Stanford, California 94305, USA.
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Figure 1 | Local manipulation of D1R-mediated activity in the FEF during
single-neuron electrophysiology in area V4. a, Lateral view of the macaque
brain depicting the location of a recording microsyringe in the FEF and of
recording sites in area V4. Bottom diagram shows saccades evoked via electrical
microstimulation at the infusion site (red traces) and the response field (RF,
green ellipse) of a recorded V4 neuron in an example experiment. b, Double-
target saccade task used to measure the monkey’s tendency to make saccades to
a target within the FEF response field versus one at an opposite location across
varying temporal onset asynchronies. Positive asynchrony values denote earlier
onset of FEF response field targets. Bottom plot shows the leftward shift in the
PES, indicating more FEF response field choices, after infusion of SCH23390
into an FEF site. c, Visual responses of a V4 neuron with a response field that
overlapped the FEF response field, measured during passive fixation. The plot
shows mean 6 s.e.m of visual responses to a bar stimulus presented at
orthogonal orientations before (grey) and after (red) the infusion of SCH23390
at the FEF site.
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dots (the target) among many randomly displaced dots
(the distracters). Subjects cannot use location as a cue to
find the target. Similar parietal, frontal and occipital
areas are recruited by the cue as were activated by the
spatial cue, and this activity is sustained only in frontal
and parietal regions14. Interestingly, a region in the pos-
terior IPs that is well activated by cues for motion is
poorly activated by cues for colour, indicating that there
is some specialization within the parietal cortex for the
type of information attended29. Posterior parietal
regions are also active when subjects switch their atten-
tion between two objects at the same location30. The
location of these parietal regions might be different
from those that are active in attending to location or
direction of motion,but this will need to be confirmed
by within-experiment or within-laboratory compar-
isons. Finally, several studies that did not specifically 
isolate attention signals have reported modulations in
posterior parietal cortex during tasks that require the
identification of features of foveal stimuli19,31.

There is also evidence from single-unit studies for a
possible role of these regions in coding an attentional set
for features such as motion or colour. Neurons in area
LIP show directional motion-selective activity when a
monkey expects the reappearance of an object that is
moving behind another one, consistent with an expecta-
tion signal for moving objects32.Neurons in LIP flexibly
code colour information, when colour indicates a task-
relevant location for an eye movement33.

frontal and parietal cortex (FEF, lateral intraparietal area
(LIP), and areas 7a and V3A) show increases in baseline
firing rate when the monkey anticipates the onset of a
stimulus25–27 (FIG. 2d). This prestimulus anticipatory activ-
ity could correspond to the fMRI signal that is recorded in
human subjects during anticipatory attention.

These regions in dorsal parietal and frontal cortex,
which respond when both human and monkey
observers covertly pay attention to a peripheral location
in anticipation of a stimulus, might form a network
(dorsal frontoparietal network) for the control of visuo-
spatial attention. However, they also carry neuronal 
signals that are related to the preparation of eye and arm
movements, and to stimulus processing (see below).

Top-down signals for feature or object attention.
Attending to location is just one way in which we can
select relevant visual information. We can also attend to
different features of an object, such as its shape, colour
or direction of motion, or to objects, such as a familiar
face in a crowd, which can be defined by many different
features28. There is growing evidence that the fronto-
parietal cortical network that is recruited for spatial
attention is also involved in other types of visual selec-
tion. FIGURE 2b shows a map of the brain activation that
occurs when subjects expect to see moving stimuli. The
arrow cue (as in FIG. 2a) provides advance information
about the direction of motion (left or right) of a subse-
quent display that contains a few coherently moving
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Figure 10 Remapping of visual activity in area LIP. Diagrams show the arrangement of the
fixation point, receptive field, stimulus location, and saccade. (Left) In the fixation task, the neuron
responds to the onset of a stimulus in the receptive field. (Middle) The same neuron responds when
a saccade moves the receptive field onto the location of a recent stimulus. (Right) Response after
a saccade moves the receptive field onto a previously stimulated location. The stimulus is flashed
on for only 50 ms and is extinguished before the saccade begins. The neuron is responding to the
remapped memory trace of the previous stimulus. Control experiments (not shown) indicate that
neither the stimulus alone nor the saccade alone can drive the neuron. Adapted from Duhamel et al
(1992a).
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deficits in the generation of spatially directed actions. For example, neglect can
be specific for stimuli presented at particular distances. Some patients tend to
ignore stimuli presented near the body, in peripersonal space, while responding
normally to distant stimuli, or vice versa (Bisiach et al 1986, Cowey et al 1994,
Halligan & Marshall 1991). Distance-specific neglect may be apparent only
when the subject must produce a motor response to the stimulus, and not when
spatial perception alone is tested (Pizzamiglio et al 1989).
The variety of deficits observed following parietal lobe damage suggests that

parietal cortex must contain more than one kind of spatial representation. Phys-
iological and anatomical studies in monkeys have provided direct evidence that
parietal cortex contains several separate functional areas and multiple represen-
tations of space (Andersen et al 1997; Caminiti et al 1996; Colby & Duhamel
1991, 1996; Colby et al 1988; Jeannerod et al 1995; Lacquaniti et al 1995;
Rizzolatti et al 1997; Stein 1992) (Figures 1 and 2).
The anatomical connections between parietal areas and their cortical targets

provide some insight into the spatial reference frames served. Parietal cortical
areas are strongly linkedwith areas of prefrontal cortex, premotor cortex, and the
frontal and supplementary eye fields, which themselves encode object locations
in relation to a variety of reference frames (Gentilucci et al 1983; Graziano et al
1994, 1997; Rizzolatti et al 1981b). These spatial reference frames have been

Figure 1 Location of visually responsive areas in macaque cortex. In this dorsal view of the
right hemisphere, the lunate and intraparietal sulci are opened up to show the locations of several
extrastriate areas and visually responsive areas within the intraparietal sulcus. Visual areas V2,
V3, and V3A are shown in the lunate sulcus. PO, the parieto-occipital area; PIP, the posterior
intraparietal area; MIP, the medial intraparietal area; LIP, the lateral intraparietal area; VIP, the
ventral intraparietal area; and AIP, the anterior intraparietal area. Adapted from Colby et al (1988).
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Ensemble	  des	  opérations	  mentales	  élémentaires	  décodant	  la	  
valeur	  affective	  d’un	  stimulus	  (endogène	  ou	  exogène)	  et	  
l’intégrant	  au	  processus	  d’élaboration	  de	  l’action	  dans	  le	  but	  
d’assurer	  :	  
-‐ 	  le	  maintien	  de	  l’homéostasie,	  
-‐ 	  le	  bien-‐être	  et	  la	  survie	  de	  l’individu	  et	  de	  son	  espèce.	  

Qu’est-ce que la motivation ? 

Un	  concept	  psychologique	  qui	  explique	  :	  
1. 	  La	  variabilité	  du	  comportement	  d’un	  individu	  au	  cours	  
du	  temps,	  face	  à	  une	  même	  tâche	  ;	  
2. 	  La	  stabilité	  du	  comportement	  pendant	  la	  poursuite	  
d’un	  but.	  
	  
Un	  Concept	  clé	  pour	  comprendre	  la	  relation	  cerveau	  
cognition.	  

Qu’est-ce que la motivation ? 

Concept:	  le	  besoin	  physiologique	  crée	  un	  état	  de	  tension	  (drive)	  qui	  
motive	  l’organisme	  à	  chercher	  à	  satisfaire	  un	  besoin.	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Principes	  :	  
•  Le	  drive	  est	  essen9el	  pour	  l’appren9ssage	  (l’étudiant	  doit	  avoir	  envie	  

d’apprendre)	  
•  Les	  s9muli	  et	  les	  réponses	  doivent	  être	  détectées	  par	  l’organisme	  pour	  

le	  condi9onnement	  (l’étudiant	  doit	  être	  a4en9f)	  
•  Il	  faut	  une	  réponse	  (l’étudiant	  doit	  être	  ac9f)	  
•  Le	  condi9onnement	  se	  produit	  uniquement	  si	  le	  renforcement	  répond	  

à	  un	  besoin	  (l’appren9ssage	  doit	  répondre	  à	  un	  besoin	  d’apprendre)	  

Drive reduction theory (Hull, 1943, 1951) Hydraulic model of motivational  
Konrad Lorenz 

Etats internes (hormones, faim, soif, sexe...) 

Stimuli externes (nourriture, eau, 
stimuli sexuels...) 

Valve de sortie 

Les	  désirs,	  besoins	  et	  manques	  
crée	  la	  tension;	  
	  
Les	  s9muli	  externes	  agissent	  pour	  
diminuer	  la	  tension;	  
	  
Interac9ons	  entre	  états	  internes	  et	  
s9muli	  externes	  
	  
Modèle	  béhavioriste,	  ne	  propose	  
aucun	  mécanisme	  neural	  
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La récompense réduit-elle la motivation? Motivation & concepts d’appétit, de plaisir... 

La	  récompense	  comme	  mécanisme	  de	  réduc&on	  du	  
déficit	  homéosta&que	  (drive)	  ?	  	  
	  
La	  nourriture	  réduit	  la	  faim,	  l’eau	  réduit	  la	  soif…	  	  
	  
Hypothèse	  rejetée	  :	  
	  
Tom,	  the	  man	  who	  drunk	  hot	  soup!	  	  
	  
Expériences	  :	  chiens,	  rongeurs…	  la	  mo&va&on	  à	  
manger	  n’est	  pas	  sa&sfaite	  par	  la	  sa&été	  
physiologique	  	  

10

NE AL MILLER

A preliminary step to yet another plan 
for testing the drive-reduction hypothesis 
was to lesion (destroy) the ventromedial 
nucleus in the hypothalamus of a rat’s 
brain which then causes overeating and 
obesity (see Figure 2). If this overeating 
had all the aspects of normal hunger, Neal 
could then proceed to the test proper. 
However, contrary to hunger motivation, 
as reported in “Decreased ‘Hunger’ but 
Increased Food Intake Resulting from 
Hypothalamic Lesions” (1950), these 
lesioned rats, while eating a larger amount 
of highly palatable foods than normal 
rats, worked less hard for food and were 
less tolerant of less palatable foods. !is 
result spoiled his plan but taught him 
the importance of taking a variety of 
measures before inferring the nature of an 
underlying state—a cautionary tale that 
he strongly communicated to his students 
and other psychologists working in the 
brain.

!e salience of the brain approach was 
heightened by two dramatic "ndings in the mid-50s. One was the discovery by James 
Olds and Peter Milner4 of sites in the lateral hypothalamus that rats "nd rewarding to 
self-stimulate with volleys of brief electrical pulses by pressing a lever. !e other was a 
reverse discovery by Jose Delgado, Warren Roberts, and Neal of sites where electrical 
stimulation would motivate cats to learn a response to escape or avoid the stimulation. 
But it was puzzling that at some sites cats would learn a response to terminate stimu-
lation but not a response to avoid it—an observation leading to the discovery of the 
reward-escape e#ect that Gordon Bower was more fully to investigate in “Rewarding and 
Punishing E#ects from Stimulating the Same Place in the Rat’s Brain” (1958). Implanted 
rats showing this e#ect cycled repeatedly between pressing a lever to turn on the stimu-
lation and rotating a wheel to turn it o#. 

Figure 2. A rat whose ventromedial nucleus of 
its hypothalamus has been destroyed causing 
it to ravenously eat until it has gained many 
times its normal weight. Note, the pointer on 
the scale does not indicate that the rat weighs 
80 grams but rather 1080 grams.

Modèle général de la motivation Motivation, concept cognitivo-émotionnel 

1930-‐70 	  Récompense	  et	  réduc9on	  du	  «	  drive	  »	  	  
1960	   	   	  Réac9ons	  hédoniques	  (sensa9on	  de	  plaisir)	  

	   	  Pfaffmann	  1960	  «	  The	  pleasures	  of	  sensa&on	  »	  
	  

1970-‐80	   	  Concept	  de	  mo9va9on	  incita9ve	  «	  incen9ve	  mo9va9on	  »;	   	   	  
	   	   	  u9le	  en	  psychologie	  sociale	  (travailler	  plus	  pour	  ...)	   	   	  	  

La	  récompense	  peut	  être	  modulée	  par	  les	  états	  internes,	  cogni&fs;	  

Le	  concept	  est	  adopté	  par	  les	  neurosciences	  

1990 	  Naissance	  des	  neurosciences	  affec9ves	  (Revue	  SCAN)	  
	  
Concep&on	  actuelle:	  La	  mo9va9on	  interagit	  avec	  l’a4en9on,	  la	  mémoire	  et	  la	  

prise	  de	  décision	  
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Récompense & renforcement 

Trois	  composantes	  :	  
	  
•  Affec&ve	  :	  plaisir	  (ou	  déplaisir)	  provoqué	  par	  la	  “consomma9on”	  du	  

renforçateur	  (ex.	  nourriture).	  

•  Mo&va&onnelle	  :	  	  mo9va9on	  ou	  désir	  d'obtenir	  et	  de	  “consommer”	  
la	  récompense	  (ou	  de	  fuir	  la	  puni9on)	  
–  Percep&on	  du	  renforçateur	  (nourriture,	  boisson,	  partenaire	  sexuel	  …)	  par	  les	  systèmes	  

sensoriels,	  ou	  
–  Représenta&on	  mentale	  de	  ce	  renforçateur	  

•  Cogni&ve	  :	  	  appren9ssages	  perme4ant	  l'associa9on	  entre	  le	  
renforçateur	  et	  la	  réac9on	  émo9onnelle	  ou	  comportementale	  
(saliva0on	  /	  son	  de	  la	  cloche).	  

Motivation et mémoire / apprentissage 

§  La motivation agit indirectement sur la mémoire, i.e. 
processus de contrôle qui permettent de stocker les informations. 

§  En mémoire à court terme la motivation, la motivation agit à 
deux niveaux: attention et répétition. 

§  En mémoire à long terme, la motivation agit sur l’organisation de 
l’information : 

§  favorise le traitement en profondeur des informations, 

§  l’utilisation de stratégies d’apprentissage efficaces. 

Réseaux cérébraux de la motivation 
Récompense, renforcement, apprentissage 

Remarques	  :	  
1)  Recouvrement	  avec	  le	  système	  

limbique	  (émotions)	  

2)  Recouvrement	  avec	  le	  système	  
de	  récompense	  (dia	  suivante).	  

3)   Système	  adaptatif	  :	  décoder	  les	  
variations	  des	  contingences	  
affectives,	  les	  intégrer	  dans	  le	  
comportement	  et	  les	  garder	  en	  
mémoire	  è	  plasticité,	  
apprentissage	  

PFo 

Striatum 

Dopamine Schultz et al. 1995 

Récompense	  

Evénement	  qui	  annonce	  la	  récompense	  

Wolfram Schultz 
Fribourg, Suisse 

Dopamine et récompense 
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Dopamine et récompense 

DA neurons can also adapt their reward signals based on higher-
order statistics of the reward distribution, such as scaling
prediction error signals based on their expected variance (Tobler
et al., 2005) and ‘‘spontaneously recovering’’ their responses to
extinguished reward cues (Pan et al., 2008). All of these
phenomena form a remarkable parallel to similar effects seen
in sensory and motor adaptation (Braun et al., 2010; Fairhall
et al., 2001; Shadmehr et al., 2010), suggesting that they may
reflect a general neural mechanism for predictive learning.
How accurate are DA reward predictions? Recent studies

have shown that DA neurons faithfully adjust their reward signals
to account for three sources of prediction uncertainty. First,
humans and animals suffer from internal timing noise that
prevents them from making reliable predictions about long
cue-reward time intervals (Gallistel and Gibbon, 2000). Thus, if
cue-reward delays are short (1–2 s) timing predictions are
accurate and reward delivery triggers little DA response, but if
cue-reward delays are longer, timing predictions become less
reliable and rewards evoke clear DA bursts (Kobayashi and
Schultz, 2008; Fiorillo et al., 2008). Second, many cues in
everyday life are imprecise, specifying a broad distribution of

Figure 1. Dopamine Coding of Reward Prediction
Errors and Preference for Predictive Information
(A) Conventional theories of DA reward signals. DA
neurons encode a reward prediction error signal, respond-
ing with phasic excitation when a situation’s reward value
becomes better than predicted (red) and phasic inhibition
when the value becomes worse than predicted (blue).
These signals could be used for learning, to reinforce or
punish previous actions (backward arrows), or for imme-
diate control of behavior, to promote or suppress
reward-seeking actions (forward arrows).
(B–E) An example DA neuron with conventional coding of
reward prediction errors as well as coding of the subjec-
tive preference for predictive information. Each plot shows
the neuron’s mean firing rate (histogram, top) and its
spikes on 20 individual trials (bottom rasters) during
each condition of the task. Data are fromBromberg-Martin
and Hikosaka (2009).
(B) This DA neuron was excited by a cue indicating that an
informative cue would appear to tell the size of a future
reward (red).
(C) DA excitation by a big reward cue (red), inhibition by
a small reward cue (blue), and no response to predictable
reward outcomes (black).
(D) This DA neuron was inhibited by a cue indicating that
an uninformative cue would appear that would leave the
reward size unpredictable (blue).
(E) DA lack of response to uninformative cues (black), exci-
tation by an unexpectedly big reward (red), and inhibition
by an unexpectedly small reward (blue).

reward delivery times. DA neurons again
reflect this form of timing uncertainty: they are
progressively inhibited during variable reward
delays, as though signaling increasingly nega-
tive reward prediction errors at each moment
the reward fails to appear (Fiorillo et al., 2008;
Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010a; Nomoto et al.,
2010). Finally, many cues are perceptually
complex, requiring detailed inspection to reach
a firm conclusion about their reward value. In

such situations DA reward signals occur at long latencies and
in a gradual fashion, appearing to reflect the gradual flow of
perceptual information as the stimulus value is decoded (Nom-
oto et al., 2010).
Just what events do DA neurons treat as rewarding? Conven-

tional theories of reward learning suggest that DA neurons assign
value based on the expected amount of future primary reward
(Montague et al., 1996). Yet evenwhen the rate of primary reward
is held constant, humans and animals often express an addi-
tional preference for predictability—seeking environments
where each reward’s size, probability, and timing can be known
in advance (Daly, 1992; Chew and Ho, 1994; Ahlbrecht and
Weber, 1996). A recent study in monkeys found that DA neurons
signal this preference (Bromberg-Martin and Hikosaka, 2009).
Monkeys expressed a strong preference to view informative
visual cues that would allow them to predict the size of a future
reward, rather than uninformative cues that provided no new
information. In parallel, DA neurons were excited by the opportu-
nity to view the informative cues in a manner that was correlated
with the animal’s behavioral preference (Figures 1B and 1D). This
suggests that DA neurons not only motivate actions to gain

Neuron 68, December 9, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 817
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rewards but also motivate actions to make accurate predictions
about those rewards, in order to ensure that rewards can be
properly anticipated and prepared for in advance.

Taken together, these findings show that DA reward prediction
error signals are sensitive to sophisticated factors that inform
human and animal reward predictions, including adaptation to
high-order reward statistics, reward uncertainty, and prefer-
ences for predictive information.
Effects of Phasic Dopamine Reward Signals
on Downstream Structures
DA reward responses occur in synchronous phasic bursts
(Joshua et al., 2009b), a response pattern that shapes DA release
in target structures (Gonon, 1988; Zhang et al., 2009; Tsai et al.,
2009). It has long been theorized that these phasic bursts
influence learning and motivation in a distinct manner from tonic
DA activity (Grace, 1991; Grace et al., 2007; Schultz, 2007; Lap-
ish et al., 2007). Recently developed technology has made it
possible to confirm this hypothesis by controlling DA neuron
activity with fine spatial and temporal precision. Optogenetic
stimulation of VTA DA neurons induces a strong conditioned
place preference that only occurs when stimulation is applied
in a bursting pattern (Tsai et al., 2009). Conversely, genetic
knockout of NMDA receptors from DA neurons, which impairs
bursting while leaving tonic activity largely intact, causes a selec-
tive impairment in specific forms of reward learning (Zweifel
et al., 2009; Parker et al., 2010) (although note that this knockout
also impairs DA neuron synaptic plasticity; Zweifel et al., 2008).
DA bursts may enhance reward learning by reconfiguring local
neural circuits. Notably, reward-predictive DA bursts are sent
to specific regions of the nucleus accumbens, and these regions
have especially high levels of reward-predictive neural activity
(Cheer et al., 2007; Owesson-White et al., 2009).

Compared to phasic bursts, less is known about the impor-
tance of phasic pauses in spiking activity for negative reward
prediction errors. These pauses cause smaller changes in spike
rate, are less modulated by reward expectation (Bayer and

Figure 2. Dopamine Control of Positive and
Negative Motivation in the Dorsal Striatum
(A) If an action is followed by a new situation that is
better than predicted, DA neurons fire a burst of
spikes. This is thought to activate D1 receptors
on direct pathway neurons, promoting immediate
action as well as reinforcing corticostriatal
synapses to promote selection of that action in
the future.
(B) If an action is followed by a new situation that
is worse than predicted, DA neurons pause their
spiking activity. This is thought to inhibit D2 recep-
tors on indirect pathway neurons, promoting sup-
pression of immediate action as well as reinforcing
corticostriatal synapses to promote suppression
of that action in the future.

Glimcher, 2005; Joshua et al., 2009a;
Nomoto et al., 2010), and may have
smaller effects on learning (Rutledge
et al., 2009). However, certain types of
negative prediction error learning require
the VTA (Takahashi et al., 2009), suggest-

ing that phasic pauses may still be decoded by downstream
structures.
Since bursts and pauses cause very different patterns of DA

release, they are likely to influence downstream structures
through distinct mechanisms. There is recent evidence for
this hypothesis in one major target of DA neurons, the dorsal
striatum. Dorsal striatum projection neurons come in two types
that express different DA receptors. One type expresses D1
receptors and projects to the basal ganglia ‘‘direct pathway’’
to facilitate body movements; the second type expresses D2
receptors and projects to the ‘‘indirect pathway’’ to suppress
body movements (Figure 2) (Albin et al., 1989; Gerfen et al.,
1990; Kravitz et al., 2010; Hikida et al., 2010). Based on the
properties of these pathways and receptors, it has been theo-
rized that DA bursts produce conditions of high DA, activate
D1 receptors, and cause the direct pathway to select high-value
movements (Figure 2A), whereas DA pauses produce conditions
of low DA, inhibit D2 receptors, and cause the indirect pathway
to suppress low-value movements (Figure 2B) (Frank, 2005; Hi-
kosaka, 2007). Consistent with this hypothesis, high DA receptor
activation promotes potentiation of corticostriatal synapses
onto the direct pathway (Shen et al., 2008) and learning from
positive outcomes (Frank et al., 2004; Voon et al., 2010), while
striatal D1 receptor blockade selectively impairs movements to
rewarded targets (Nakamura and Hikosaka, 2006). In an analo-
gous manner, low DA receptor activation promotes potentiation
of corticostriatal synapses onto the indirect pathway (Shen et al.,
2008) and learning from negative outcomes (Frank et al., 2004;
Voon et al., 2010), while striatal D2 receptor blockade selectively
suppresses movements to nonrewarded targets (Nakamura and
Hikosaka, 2006). This division of D1 and D2 receptor functions in
motivational control explains many of the effects of DA-related
genes on human behavior (Ullsperger, 2010; Frank and Fossella,
2010) and may extend beyond the dorsal striatum, as there is
evidence for a similar division of labor in the ventral striatum
(Grace et al., 2007; Lobo et al., 2010).
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Dopamine, attention, motivation et 
apprentissage 

•  Les	  signaux	  d’alerte	  
ac9vent	  les	  circuits	  de	  
l’orienta9on	  de	  
l’a4en9on,	  le	  traitement	  
cogni9f,	  et	  la	  mo9va9on	  
générale	  

•  Les	  signaux	  de	  la	  valence	  
(value)	  ac9vent	  les	  circuits	  
de	  la	  recherche	  (wan9ng)	  
de	  la	  récompense,	  de	  
l’évalua9on	  des	  
conséquences	  (outcome)	  
et	  l’appren9ssage	  des	  
con9ngences	  hédoniques	  

rewarding and aversive events and have weaker responses
to neutral events, providing an appropriate instructive signal
for neural circuitry to learn to detect, predict, and respond to
situations of high importance. Here we will consider three such
brain systems (Figure 5). First, neural circuits for visual and
attentional orienting are calibrated to discover information about
all types of events, both rewarding and aversive. For instance,
both reward and aversive cues attract orienting reactions
more effectively than neutral cues (Lang and Davis, 2006;
Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2009b; Austin and Duka, 2010).
Second, both rewarding and aversive situations engage neural
systems for cognitive control and action selection—we need to
engage working memory to hold information in mind, conflict
resolution to decide upon a course of action, and long-term
memory to remember the resulting outcome (Bradley et al.,
1992; Botvinick et al., 2001; Savine et al., 2010). Third, both
rewarding and aversive situations require an increase in general
motivation to energize actions and to ensure that they are
executed properly. Indeed, DA neurons are critical in motivating
effort to achieve high-value goals and in translating knowledge of
task demands into reliable motor performance (Berridge and
Robinson, 1998; Mazzoni et al., 2007; Niv et al., 2007; Salamone
et al., 2007).
Dopamine Excitation by Alerting Sensory Cues
In addition to their signals encoding motivational value and
salience, the majority of DA neurons also have burst responses
to several types of sensory events that are not directly associ-
ated with rewarding or aversive experiences. These responses
have been theorized to depend on a number of neural and
psychological factors, including direct sensory input, surprise,
novelty, arousal, attention, salience, generalization, and pseudo-
conditioning (Schultz, 1998; Redgrave et al., 1999; Horvitz, 2000;

Lisman and Grace, 2005; Redgrave and Gurney, 2006; Joshua
et al., 2009a; Schultz, 2010).
Here wewill attempt to synthesize these ideas and account for

these DA responses in terms of a single underlying signal, an
alerting signal (Figure 5). The term ‘‘alerting’’ was used by Schultz
(Schultz, 1998) as a general term for events that attract attention.
Here we will use it in a more specific sense. By an alerting event,
we mean an unexpected sensory cue that captures attention
based on a rapid assessment of its potential importance, using
simple features such as its location, size, and sensory modality.
Such alerting events often trigger immediate behavioral reac-
tions to investigate them and determine their precise meaning.
Thus DA alerting signals typically occur at short latencies, are
based on the rough features of a stimulus, and are best
correlated with immediate reactions such as orienting reactions
(Schultz and Romo, 1990; Joshua et al., 2009a; Schultz, 2010).
This is in contrast to other motivational signals in DA neurons
that typically occur at longer latencies, take into account the
precise identity of the stimulus, and are best correlated with
considered behavioral actions such as decisions to approach
or avoid (Schultz and Romo, 1990; Joshua et al., 2009a; Schultz,
2010).
DA neuron alerting responses can be triggered by surprising

sensory events such as unexpected light flashes and auditory
clicks, which evoke prominent burst excitations in 60%–90%
of DA neurons throughout the SNc and VTA (Strecker and
Jacobs, 1985; Horvitz et al., 1997; Horvitz, 2000) (Figure 6A).
These alerting responses seem to reflect the degree to which
the stimulus is surprising and captures attention; they are
reduced if a stimulus occurs at predictable times, if attention is
engaged elsewhere, or during sleep (Schultz, 1998; Takikawa
et al., 2004; Strecker and Jacobs, 1985; Steinfels et al., 1983).
For instance, an unexpected clicking sound evokes a prominent
DA burst when a cat is in a passive state of quiet waking but has
no effect when the cat is engaged in attention-demanding activ-
ities such as hunting a rat, feeding, grooming, being petted by
the experimenter, and so on (Strecker and Jacobs, 1985) (Fig-
ure 6A). Similarly, DA burst responses are triggered by sensory
events that are physically weak but are alerting because of their
novelty (Ljungberg et al., 1992; Schultz, 1998). These responses
habituate as the novel stimulus becomes familiar, in parallel with
the habituation of orienting reactions (Figure 6B). Consistent with
these findings, surprising and novel events evoke DA release in
downstream structures (Lisman and Grace, 2005) and activate
DA-related brain circuits in a manner that shapes reward
processing (Zink et al., 2003; Davidson et al., 2004; Duzel
et al., 2010).
DA neuron alerting responses are also triggered by unex-

pected sensory cues that have the potential to provide new infor-
mation about motivationally salient events. As expected for a
short-latency alerting signal, these responses are rather nonse-
lective: they are triggered by any stimulus that merely
resembles a motivationally salient cue, even if the resemblance
is very slight (a phenomenon called generalization) (Schultz,
1998). As a result, DA neurons often respond to a stimulus with
a mixture of two signals: a fast alerting signal encoding the fact
that the stimulus is potentially important, and a second signal en-
coding its actual rewarding or aversive meaning (Schultz and

Figure 5. Hypothesized Functions of Motivational Value, Salience,
and Alerting Signals
Hypothesized functions of motivational signals in DA neurons. Motivational
value signals are sent to value-coding DA neurons that instruct seeking of
rewards, evaluation of outcomes, and value learning. Motivational salience
signals are sent to salience-coding DA neurons that support attentional orient-
ing, cognitive processing, and general motivation. Alerting signals are sent
to both populations. In value-coding DA neurons they promote seeking of
environments where alerting cues are available so that salient outcomes can
be anticipated in advance. In salience-coding DA neurons they implement
this anticipation by promoting orienting to alerting cues and deployment of
cognitive and motivational resources.
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Dopamine, désir et addictions 
La prise de nicotine chez le rat 

STINUS et al. 2004 

Martine Cador 
Bordeaux 

La	  prise	  de	  nico9ne	  chez	  le	  rat	  
Auto administration intraveineuse de drogues 

	  
Nombre 
de prises 

2 

16 

21 

(0.25	  mg/kg	  par	  injec9on)	  COCAÏNE	  

SOLVANT	  neutre	  

(0.03	  mg/kg	  par	  injec9on)	  NICOTINE	  

Temps (min) 
0                 20                 40                 60 

Stinus et al. 2004 
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La	  nico9ne	  libère	  de	  la	  dopamine	  

Yoshida et al. Brain Res., 1993 
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Les	  neurones	  à	  
dopamine	  sont	  
responsables	  des	  
addic9ons:	  
-‐  Nico9ne	  
-‐  Drogues	  
-‐  Jeux	  
-‐  Sexe...	  
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Lésion	  des	  neurones	  à	  dopamine	  
Suppression	  du	  désir	  de	  nico9ne	  


